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A MULTIDIMENSIONAL WIENER-WINTNER THEOREM
AND SPECTRUM ESTIMATION

JOHN J. BENEDETTO

Abstract. Sufficient conditions are given for a bounded positive measure p.

on E to be the power spectrum of a function <p . Applications to spectrum

estimation are made for the cases in which a signal <p is known or its autocor-

relation P. is known. In the first case, it is shown that

where P = p , B(R) is the rf-dimensional ball of radius R , and / ranges

through a prescribed function space. In the second case, an example, which is

a variant of the Tomas-Stein restriction theorem, is

\/feLl(Md)r\Lp(Md),

1/2

j     \f(e)\2dp.d_x(e)j    < (jllAtf-.ltf2) (ll/lli + 11/11,).

where  1 < p < 2d/(d + 1) and the power spectrum pd_x  is the compactly

supported restriction of surface measure to the unit sphere X¡d_i Q S   ■

1. INTRODUCTION

Wiener's generalized harmonic analysis is a multifaceted subject. It was con-

ceived to deal with noise, hidden periodicities, and turbulence; it was developed

in terms of Tauberian theorems and sophisticated spectral analysis; and it con-

tinues to play a role in prediction theory, ergodic theory, stochastic processes,

and, of course, harmonic analysis [B, W]. An important fact from the general

theory is a theorem due to Wiener and Wintner [WW, pp. 241-242]: each

bounded positive measure p. on the real-line R is the Fourier transform of a

function jP which can be written in the form,

(1.1) P(t) = ¡im ±[   g>(t + uMu)du,
Ä—oo IK J_R
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i.e., each p is the power spectrum of some signal tp having autocorrelation P.

In §3 we extend this result to functions <p on ¿-dimensional Euclidean space

R ; and we use the theorem as background for proving a ¿-dimensional type

of Wiener-Plancherel formula in §5 and a weighted Fourier transform norm

inequality and restriction theorem in §6. The results in §§5 and 6 are viewed in

terms of estimating the power spectrum, i.e., "spectrum estimation."

Historically, the Wiener-Wintner theorem (1939) is the desired converse of

Wiener's theorem (1930) that the continuous autocorrelation of a signal is the

Fourier transform of a bounded positive measure. Since autocorrelations are

positive definite this assertion is an easy consequence of Bochner's theorem

(1932). It should be pointed out that the Fourier series version of Bochner's

theorem was proved by Herglotz in 1911. In any case, in light of examples he

constructed, it is natural to presume that Wiener was aware of the possibility of

a Wiener-Wintner theorem in the late 1920's, and must have felt sure of it after

Khintchine's theorem (1934), cf. Remark 3.4(c). Initially, a major obstacle was

to find signals <p with continuous singular power spectra; K. Mahler (1927)

constructed the first example of such a signal using real power series taking

transcendental values for certain algebraic (number) arguments.

§2 is devoted to notation. Theorem 3.3 (in §3) is our ¿-dimensional version

of Wiener and Wintner's theorem. Our formulation is valid for a significant

class of positive bounded measures p subject only to a mild constraint related

to growth at infinity; further, approximants to p which arise in our proof

are supported by the support of p. It should be pointed out that Wiener and

Wintner's proof is extraordinarily abbreviated, and our proof on R is inspired

by the intricate argument of Bertrandias for R [Be], cf. [Ba, Chapitre 2]. §4

provides a geometrical application of Theorem 3.3 for pd_x , the restriction

of surface measure od_x to the unit sphere Zd_1 of ¿-dimensional Euclidean

space R (= Md).

In Theorem 5.2 (of §5) we derive a formula to express

J\f(y)\2dPy(y)

in terms of arithmetic means involving / and a given function tp . (Integration

is over R and p is a bounded positive measure on R which is the Fourier

transform of a ¿-dimensional version of the function P in (1.1); the function

/ denotes the Fourier transform f(y) — / f{t)e~ n"'y dt, where integration

is over R and y e R .) Using Theorem 5.2 with functions / having the

appropriate shape, we can estimate the mass of p   on prescribed regions of

R in terms of the known functions / and <p . This is a form of spectrum

estimation and further remarks are made in §5.

The results in §6 are elementary but of some interest because of recent work
2       P

on weighted norm inequalities and restriction theorems. The (L , L ) restnc-
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tion theorem of Tomas and Stein asserts that

(1.2)     V/eLV)n/,V),        U    \he)\2 dad_x{6)\     <c(p)\\f\\p

for any fixed 1 <p < 2(¿ + l)/(¿+3), e.g., [T]. Lp{Rd) and \\f\\p are the usual
Lebesgue space and norm. Discussions of the role of curvature and extensions

of (1.2) to other smooth submanifolds are found in [CD, pp. 103-109; S, pp.

325-329]. Weighted Lp versions of (1.2) are found in [BH]. Proposition 6.1

is a /¿-weighted Fourier transform norm inequality with explicit norm constant

in terms of the inverse Fourier transform P of p ; and Proposition 6.2 is a

corollary which can be viewed as a restriction result since we take p — pd_x.

The inequality (1.2) is deep and Proposition 6.2 is elementary. In (1.2) the

constant c{p) is not explicit, p = 2(¿ + l)/(¿ + 3) is largest possible, and

the right-hand norm is ||/|| . In Proposition 6.2 the constant is explicit and

the values of p extend beyond 2(¿ + l)/(¿ + 3), but the right-hand norm is

11/111 + ll/IL • As far as spectrum estimation is concerned, Proposition 6.2 can

be used to give an upper bound of the mass of pd_x on prescribed regions of

R in terms of the known functions / and P. This, too, is a form of spectrum

estimation and further remarks are made in §6. Naturally, in light of Theorem

3.3 and the generality of Proposition 6.1, our discussion of pd_x extends to

many other measures.

2. NOTATION

Besides the Ü -spaces, 1 < p < oo, mentioned in §1, we shall deal with a

number of other spaces. To introduce them we let R (= R ) be the dual

group of ¿-dimensional euclidean space R   and let X be a locally compact

subspace of R . Then CC(X) is the vector space of complex-valued continuous

functions /: X —» C having compact support supp/ ç X. A measure p on

X is a linear functional defined on C(X) satisfying lim. (p, /.) — 0 for

every sequence {/} ç CC{X) having the properties that Hm^^ WfjW^ = 0 and

supp f c K , where K ç X is a compact set independent of ;' and || • • • 11^

is the usual sup norm, e.g., [Bo]. M(X) is the space of measures on X and

M+(X) = {p € M{X): (p,f)>0 for all nonnegative / € CC{X)} is the

space of positive measures on X. Similarly, Mb(X) is the subspace of M(X)

having bounded variation, i.e., the above-mentioned convergence criterion on

CC(X) is replaced by {CC(X), || • • • H^) ; and Mb+(X) consists of the positive

elements of Mb(X). The support of p e M(X) is denoted by supp/i. We

write (p, f) = ¡x f(y)dp(y) and in the case X = R we write {p, f) -

¡f{y)dp(y). If p € Mb{X) then p is well defined on Cb(X) = {f: f is
continuous and bounded on X} .

For p € (0, oo), Lf0C(Rd) is the set of functions /: Rd -► C for which

\f\p is locally integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure.   If p e M+(R )
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then LP(R ) designates the set of Borel measurable functions / defined p a.e.

on Rd for which \\f\\PiM = (f\f{y)\P dp(y))l/p < oo. There is the standard

adjustment for p = oo . Also, we write p = p/(p - 1).

The Fourier transform defined in §1 extends from /'(R ) to Mb(R ) (and

beyond); and pv is the inverse Fourier transform of p e Mb(R ).

The characteristic function of the set 5Ç1 is %s and the Lebesgue mea-

sure of S is denoted by \S\. We set B{R) = {x e Rd : \x\ < R} so that

\B(R)\ = cod_xRd/d where œd_x = 2nd,2/(dr{d/2)) is the surface area of

£¿_j. Finally, we mention that we shall frequently deal with sets of the form

B(R)\B(r), and that the boundaries of such sets are unimportant for our results.

As such, on this point, we shall not usually be concerned about boundaries of

such sets in our calculations.

3. Wiener-Wintner theorem on Rd

Given p £ Mb+(R ) and let ôu be the Dirac measure supported by {&>} . It

is well known that there is a sequence {pn} ç Mb+{sü.ppp) of positive discrete

measures,
».

;=i

such that {cu  n: j — \, ... , Nn) ç supp/¿ for each n ,

(3.1) hm{pn,\) = {p,\),

~d ~d
and Hmn^oopn = p in the (vague) topology a(Mb(R ),  Cc(R )), e.g., [Bo,

Chapitre III, §2, no. 4]. Actually, (3.1) and the a(Mb(R ), CC(R )) con-

vergence allow us to conclude that b\mn_^oopn — p  in the "Levy" topology

a(Mb{Rd), Cb(Rd)), e.g., [Ma, pp. 91-93]. Thus, we have

V/ec/),        üm jf(y)dpn(y) = j f(y)dp(y).

For a given p e Mb+{R ) and sequence {pn} ç Mb+{suppp) as above, we

define
»n

/*\       V^    1/2   Inifct): „

7=1

so that
»n

||c? ||    <y>a1/2 <N    sup   al/2.

The signal tp used in our statement of the Wiener-Wintner theorem (Theorem

3.3) is defined in the paragraph following Lemma 3.2 and depends on these

partial signals tpn.
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Lemma 3.1. For each n,

(3.2) lim—-—/      q> {t + x)q>n{x)dx = pH{t),
R^oo \B{K)\ Jb(R)'B(R)

„d
uniformly on R

Proof. The left-hand side of (3.2) is p%(t) + limA_+ooe(iî, t, n) (if this limit

exists), where

m \ 1       Vs    U2    U2   2xifm, „   f InixHw,    -cot J   ,

271     y^    l/2    I/2    2*<fö>, „| ,-((rf-2)/2)El/2    1/2    2nifwi    .
aj,nak,ne '■\Wj,n-°3k,n

\B(R)\ ,

/•Ä rf/2

and J,d_2)/2 is the Bessel function of order (¿-2)/2. Since {Jij^mW ^ 1 (at
— 1/2

the origin) and Jid_2)/2^ ~ @(s      ) > ̂  -» oo, we see that lim^^, e{R, t, n)

= 0 independently of t.   Q.E.D.

We shall also need the following easy fact.

Lemma 3.2. Given a sequence {Rn} increasing to infinity and tp 6 L^C(R ), fix

t e R . Then for each fixed p,

iim TWW\ /      <P(t + x)p{xjdx = 0.
Ä-oo \B{K)\ JB(Rp)

We use Lemma 3.1 to define a specific sequence {Rn} and a specific function

tp in the following way. From the uniform convergence we know that

V« > 1, 3An > An_x such that Vi e Rd and \/R>An,

OT<L,'"(, + J0'"(*)i/*~'I"(': 1
<

2»+i

(3.3)

\B(R)\ JB{R)

We set Rn = (Ax + \){A2 + 2) ■ ■ ■ (An + n) so that each Rn > n\ and the

sequences {Rn}, {Rn+l/Rn} = {An+l +« + 1}, and LR„+1 -/?„} = {(Ax + 1) •■ •

(^ + n){An+x + «)} increase to infinity. For this sequence {i?n} and for {<pn}

defined above we define tp on R   be setting <p(t) = <pn(t) for Rn < \t\ < Rn+X,

n > 1, and letting <p{t) = 0 for |r| < Rx. Clearly, <p e L™c(Rd) and the values

of tp{t) for \t\-rn are not important.

Using this notation, setup, and the lemmas, we can state the Wiener-Wintner

construction on R  .

Theorem 3.3. Given p e Mb+(R ) with corresponding functions {(pn) and <p e

L™c(Rd). Assume

1   "
(3,4) Ä ^TEmax(IIV.IIoo' ||9»y||O0)max(||ç»7.||O0, ||ç»,-+1||J = 0.

' J'=2
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Then, for each t£Rd,

(3.5) lim n—^ f     <p{t + x)lpjx)dx = py{t).
R-+oc \B{K)\ JB{R)

Proof, (a) Given t e Rd and e > 0. Because of our setup we can choose

px = px(t) for which Rk+l - \t\ > Rk + \t\ for all k > px and we can choose

p2=p2(e, t)> px such that

(3.6) Vk>p2,        \pvk(t)-p\t)\<e.

We shall find p = p(e, t) > p2 such that for all sufficiently large R,

(3-7) IrTpTi Í <p{t + x)9(x)dx -/iv(t) <l4e;
l-fflKJl JB(R)\B(Rp)

and, hence, (3.5) is a consequence of Lemma 3.2 and a " lim " argument.

(b) For each p > p2 and each R> Rp, write

—!— f (p{t + x)W)dx = YJ{b{k,R) + c{k,R))
\B{R)\ Jb(r)\b(rp) k=p

+ TpTpV\ (p{t + x)lp{x)dx,
\tíKK)\ JB(R)\B(Rn)

b{k, R) = -Jj^- [ <p{t + x)y{x)dx,
\B{R)\ JB(Rk+l-\t\)\B(Rk)

c{k,R) = T=jw f <p(t + x)y(x)dx,
\B{R)\ JB(RM)\B(Rk+l-\t\)

and n = n(R) is the largest integer n for which Rn< R.

In part (c) we shall verify that for p > px

n-\

(3.9) lim ^2c(k,R) = 0.
R^°°k=P

Parts (d)-(h) are devoted to showing that there are p3 = p3(e,t) > p2 and

R(e ,t)>pi such that, for R(e, t) > p > p3,

n-\

\/R>R(e,t),        ^2b{k,R)

(3.10) kZx

= ^^jBlRj ¿(I5(jR^i - m - |5(^)|} + r{p ' R ' /} '

where \r(p, R,t)\<le+ 1/2P_1 . Parts (i)-(k) contain the proof that

\/R>R(E,t), —^ry  f (p{t + X)lpJx)dx
\o\K.)\ JB(R)\B(Rn)

=*"«>('- rar) +S{R-Í)-

(3.11)
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where \s(R, t)\ < 4e + 1/2" . (3.7) is obtained in part (1) by combining (3.9),

(3.10), and (3.11).

(c) If x € B(Rk+x)\B{Rk+x - \t\) then Rk < \x + t\ < Rk+2. Thus, setting

c* = Mocmax(IMc* > K+ilU > we have

n-l n-l

k=p

Zc(k>R^^dÏLck[4+i-(Rk+l-\t\)*
K    k=p

1    n~l

iY,ckRí,<
R

\t+i
n k=p

n-l

1-1
Rk+l

sèlCt<i£(;) *i

<
n k=p j=\

dn-l

R,

^d n-l

l^ckRk+\ ^—~i—¿^
k=P k=\

(3.9) follows by comparing the right-hand side of this estimate with our hypoth-

esis (3.4).

(d) In order to estimate b(k, R) we define the sets

and

Ak(t) = {x e B(Rk+x - \t\)\B(Rk):t + xG B(Rk+x)\B(Rk)}

A.At) = {xe B(Rk+x - \t\)\B(Rk): t + xe B(R.)\B(Rk,)}

Then, for k > px, B{Rk+x - \t\)\B(Rk) = Ak{t) U Ak_x{t), a disjoint union;

and we have

(3.12)

bik'R)-\BW\LuB{R^{t + X)^X)dX

-\BjRj\L^it + X)V^~)dX

+
\B(R)\

/        tpk_x{t + x)<pk{x)dx.
JA,.   At)

We shall estimate these three integrals.  The first two will involve the factor

pv(t) and the latter becomes small by the size of Ak_x(t).

In the process of making these estimates we need the bound,

(3.13)
R
ht<n-
n k=\

In fact, the left-hand side of (3.13) is bounded by

n     n(n - 1) n\
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and it is easy to see that for each k > 3

J__yi,      lf.,,5
{k+\)\¿-<h< k\^h- 3'

hence, (3.13) is valid.

(e) Our initial step in estimating the first integral on the right-hand side of

(3.12) is to prove that there is p3 — p3(e, t) > p2 such that for all k >p3,

(3.14)

—-—If <pk(t + x)ipk{x)dx- i <pk(t + x)<pk(x)dx)   <s.
!*»(■«*+1 ~ I'DI   \JB{Rk+x-\t\) JAk(t)UB(Rk) J

The difference of the two integrals is the integral over Ak_x(t), and if x e

Ak_x{t) then Rk < \x\ < Rk + \t\. Thus, setting dk = ||pj^, the left-hand

side of (3.14) is bounded by

(3.15) ;[(Rk   +   \t\)d-Rdk]< ^Ä+1'l)'-1

where this last inequality is a consequence of the mean value theorem. By (3.4),

the right-hand side of (3.15) tends to 0 as rc-»oo; and (3.14) is obtained.

By means of (3.3), (3.6), (3.14), and the triangle inequality we have

1 r _ 1

(116)     MR-=T7iïï/ <pk{t + x)<pk{x)dx-py{t) <2e + -kTÏ,
\B(Kk+l       I'l^l JAk(t)uB(Rk) 2K+l

where k > p3. Clearly, we can write (3.16) in the form,

FrTp-Ml <Pk(t + x)9~(x)dx
(3 17x \tí\Kk+l       I'W JAk(t)UB(Rk)

= /(0 + ̂ w(2£ + -2¿T),

where \ßk(t)\ < 1 and k>p3.

(f) To estimate the second integral on the right-hand side of (3.12) we use

(3.3), (3.6), and the triangle inequality to write

(3.18) -wW-\\       (pk{t + x)q>k{x)dx-pJ{t) <e + -k—
tí\Kk) JB{Rk) 2

for k > p2. Analogous to part (e), (3.18) yields

(3.19) TjÀ^i f      9k{t + x)<pk(x) dx = pv(t) + yk(t) (e + -¡^) ,
\ß{Kk)\ JB(Rk) \ 2 ^   /

where \yk(t)\ < 1 and k>p2.

(g) Since Ak_x{t) ç B{Rk + |i|)\(iîfc), the third integral on the right-hand

side of (3.12) is bounded by

■ /        \vk-i{t + x)9k(x)\dx
JA,   At)

(3.20)
\B{Rk)\

< Wk- l"oo II**
r:

l[(Rk + \t\)d-Rdk].
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(h) By parts (e), (f), and (g) we can write

«-1 ,       n-l

¿b{k 'R) = \bJrJ\ ¿ |5(jR*+i -m (/(í) + W (2e + ¿¿r))

(3-21) - ^ "¿(HWI) (nv(0 + yk(t) (« + ¡¿r))
ft—p

To estimate the last term in (3.21) we use (3.20) and compute

¿Ell^-lllccll^llooK + W-^)
Kn k=p

<^Z\\9k-iU<PkURk + \t\)d~l
Kn  k=p

<^5-Dll^-lllooll^Hoo(jrr) •
»       k=p \    n/

By (3.4), this term is less than e for all large R. Consequently, (3.21) allows

us to obtain (3.10). It is at this point that we invoke (3.13).

(i) We now estimate the last term in (3.8). Analogous to part (d) we define

the sets AR k{t) = {x e B(R)\B(RH): t + xe B(Rk+l)\B(Rk)} for k = n- 1,

n, n + 1. Then, for n>px, B(R)\B(Rn) = ARn_x(t)öARn(t)uARn+x(t),a

disjoint union. (Actually, we have n >p3.) Therefore, the last term of (3.8) is

—- / <p(t + x)<p(x)dx
A)\ Jb(R)\b(r )\B(R)\ 'B(R)\B(Rn

1

\B(R)\
/ <pn(t + x)<pn(x)dx,

JA„    (t)UB(R)

(3.22) -Sr(wt;""+'"-w''

+im(L,_m9"->('+x)f"lx)dx

/ <Pn+l(t + x)<Pn{x)dx\.
JA„ ..At) )

+

,AR,n + l(<)

(j) The last term of (3.22) is estimated as in part (g). The inclusions AR n_x{t)

ç B(Rn+\t\)\B(Rn) and ARn+x{t) ç B{R)\B{Rn+x-\t\) are valid, but it should

be observed that AR n+x{t) can be the empty set, e.g., if JR < Rn+X - \t\. In any
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case, this last term of (3.22) is dominated by

J
(3.23) R

l-d{\\<Pn-l\U\<PnU(*n + \t\)d-<)]

+ \\<Pn+i\U<PnURd-(Kn+i-\t\)d]},

where " [Rd - [Rn - \t\)d] " is defined to be 0 if R < Rn+X - \t\. Using the mean

value theorem again, (3.23) is bounded by

d~x     d(R-(R
d\t\,.    fRn + \t\y-' , d(R-(Rn+x-\t\)).
—— \\0    J     \W        \—^- H-—-\\0    ,      \\(PD    ii™n— 1 Hoo"™ «lloo \      R I R n™n+l Hcxjllr nlloo

Our hypothesis (3.4) allows us to conclude that this quantity is less than e for

all large R . (For the second term, recall that R < Rn+X.)

(k) Our estimation of the first two integrals on the right-hand side of (3.22)

follows steps (e) and (f). For example, analogous to (3.14), we have

1

l*(*)|
(/     <Pn{t + x)<pn(x)dx- <pn(t + x)<pn{x)dx
\JB(R) J ARn(t)UB(Rn) j

^^IWootl^-iWI + l^+.WI);

and the right-hand side is less than e for all large R by the calculation used in

step (j). Proceeding in this way, as in parts (e) and (f), we obtain

TrTrTi Í <pn(t + x)<pn(x)dx
\ßiK>\ JAR n{t)UB(Rn)

= t*W(t) + ßRJ')(l* + ^t)

and

where \ßR n{t)\, \yR n(t)\ < 1. Combining these facts with part (j) and (3.22),

we have verified (3.11).

(1) For p > p3 large enough and for all large R, n(R) > p, the right-hand

side of (3.8) is

(3.24, /(0 + ̂ I
n-l

J2(\B(Rk+x-\t\)\-\B(Rk)\)-\B(Rn)\
k=P

plus an error term bounded by 13e . This is a consequence of (3.9), (3.10), and

(3.11). We rewrite the second term of (3.24) as

fit)
\B(R)\

[(\B(Rn)\ - \B(Rn - \t\)\) + (\B(R„-i)\ - \B(K-i - I'DI)

+ • • • + (l*(*.+1)| - \B(Rp+l - |*|)|) + \B(Rp)\],
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which, in absolute value, is bounded by

1/(01
Rd J2((Rdk-(Rk-\t\f) + Rapd

P
k=p

d\t\n^ ( Rk\d-X ,>*,.„{*,Si/< mr^<i) •
k=P

and which, in turn, is less than e for all large R. Thus (3.7) is verified, and,

by the observation in part (a), the theorem is proved.   Q.E.D.

Remark 3.4. (a) The hypothesis (3.4) can be weakened. There is left unanswered

the problem of characterizing those p for which tp e L°°(R ).

(b) Our proof of Theorem 3.3 is almost, but not entirely, a "time-domain"

analysis. Since autocorrelations are frequently the measurable or observable

quantity in an experiment, e.g. the Michelson interfeormeter, it is natural to

ask if there is an intrinsic method of constructing a solution <p of ( 1.1 ) for

a given positive definite function P. By "intrinsic" we mean that it is not

required to pass to the power spectrum p = P in order to define segments tpn

of the signal in terms of square roots and approximants to p. Such a method

would not only supercede our approach but would be invaluable in applications.

(c) Wiener was well aware of the statistical ramifications of his generalized

harmonic analysis even though his original formulation was made in terms of

specific sample functions. In this regard we point out the following statistical

perspective on Theorem 3.3. From the program begun by Khintchine (1934)

we know that for any continuous positive definite function P there is a strictly

stationary Gaussian stochastic process x whose covariance is P. Maruyama's

theorem (1949) asserts that this process is ergodic if P is a continuous mea-

sure. Consequently, for continuous power spectra, BirkhofPs ergodic theorem

provides sample functions <p (of the process x) which are solutions of (1.1).

This nonconstructive analysis can be extended to R at the expense of verify-

ing Maruyama's theorem for random fields and of implementing Wiener's Rd

version of BirkhofPs Theorem.

4. Example

Let pd_x{y) = S(\y\ - 1) € •Wi+(R ) be the measure corresponding to a mass

distributed homogeneously over "Ld_x ; the total mass is taken as wd_x so that

the compactly supported measure pd_x is the restriction of surface measure

ad_x to I¿1. The transform p^_x(t) is easily computed in terms of the

approximants \xii\y\ - 1)/t) to pd_x, where /(r) = Z[_1/2ii/2)('') for r € R.
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In fact, we have

since

/,

,    .  ,-((rf-2)/2) , ,-,,,,
2?T|/| 7(d_2)/2(2^|/|),

dod_AQ) = 27r(|í|/?)-((í/-2,/2)/(í/_2)/2(2^|í|/?).

Theorem 4.1. Given ¿ > 2 a«¿ í/íe measure pd_x. There is tp e Lloc(R ) such

that

Vf € R¿, lim —— /     ç>(i + x)ë(x)dx = /^(f).
Ä-^oo |.ö(.K)| JB{R)

Proof. The result will follow from Theorem 3.3 once we construct {pn} and

{<pn} as in §3 where {<pn} satisfies (3.4).

To this end we first cover *Ld_ x in the following way. For each n we choose

about n _1 balls Bj n, j = l,...,Nn < Ndnd~x, each having diameter

bounded by Dd/n and whose union covers Xd_1. For ¿ = 2, this is doable

since the circle can be divided into n arcs of equal length 2n/n , and, hence, n

balls of diameter D2/n can be chosen. For ¿ = 3 , we first consider the equator

and the polar great circle. We choose n equispaced points on both circles. For

convenience let n be even so that the polar points are marked on the polar

great circle. Then spin the polar great circle stopping at each marked point on

the equator. At each stop we mark points on Z2 determined by the rotated

points of the polar great circle. In this way we obtain Nn < N3n2 points on

Z2. For any marked point p on the equator we choose a ball B(p, r) where the

radius r is large enough to include two marked points of the equator on either

side of p. Balls of this size centered at the other marked points on Z2 yield

the desired set {Bj n) (since B(p, r) covers the largest area on Z2 between a

block of 6 neighboring points). For ¿ > 3 we use this process by considering

¿ - 1 "great circles" Zd_2 to find the n ~ points and isometric balls B- n

centered at these points. Analytically, this can be accomplished by imbedding

I^j in the unit cube, covering the surface of the unit cube by 2 n balls of

diameter Dd/n (equidistributed on each face of the cube), and linearly sliding

each ball to the origin where it is designated 5 n when its center intersects

Xd_, . Clearly (geometrically), these B. n cover ¿d_, .

We can now construct {pn} . For each fixed n we set 5  n(^d-0 = Rj n n

£¿_i i / = 1 > • • • > N„ '■> we tnen obtain a partition of X¿_, by defining Ox n =
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Bl,n^d-\)   and

Oj,n=BjJld_0n(rBkJld_^    ,       j = 2,...,Nn.

There is Kd , independent of n and j =1,..., Nn, such that

(4-2) pd_x(Oj>n)<Kd/nd-1.

Besides the geometric proof of (4.2) we can proceed analytically as follows. Take

g = xBj ¿£d_x) and define gd on Rd by setting gd(0) = 0, gd{pd) = g{6)

for 0 < p < 1 and 6 e Zd_x, and gd(y) = 0 for |y| > 1. By the definition of

Prf-i»

(4.3) /     g(Ô)dcjd_x(6)= f gd(y)dy;
V. J

and (4.2) is obtained by calculating the right-hand side of (4.3) using spherical

coordinates.

Now that we have a partition {0- : j = 1,..., Na < Ndnd~1} of I¿_,

satisfying (4.2) and having diameters bounded by Dd/n , we choose ft? n e O'. fl

(when 0 „ ^ </>) and define

^ = E^-i(°;,«)^„;=i
and

/^\       V~* i/-\      \l/2   Inifw. „«,B(o = E^-i(%») e      •
;=i

It remains to prove that lim^^ pn- P in the Levy topology (so that we have

(3.6)) and that (3.4) is satisfied.

The proof that \\xs\n^toopn = p in the Levy topology, i.e., a(Mb(R ), Cft(R )),

proceeds as follows. Given g e Cb(R ) ; since g is uniformly continuous on

Zd_x there is {rn} decreasing to 0 so that if 6, d' e ~Ld_x have Euclidean

distance less than Dd/n then \g{8) - g(6')\ < rn . Therefore, for each /,

/     Xo   (e)g(d)dad_x(6) = g(œj „) f     Xo   {6)dod_¿6)
IT J . " IT I -n

+ ßj,nrn\lld-l\(0j,n)>

\ß:: J < 1. Summing over j we obtain the desired convergence since

/ g{y)dpd_x(y)- I g{y)dpn{y)

To verify (3.4) we first use (4.2) to observe that

II,„   Il      <-  M  arU2,{(d-l)/2)
Halloo ̂  NdKd    k

<03d-\rn-
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Thus, we have

1   "
^ïEmaX(H^-llloo' HM)oc)maX(HMoo> H^+llloo)

■ k=2

_    n\    ¿—' ~    d   d     n\
k=l

The right-hand side tends to 0 and so (3.4) is satisfied.   Q.E.D.

Remark 4.2. The geometrical construction in Theorem 4.1 was made with (3.4)

in mind. There are other methods of partitioning £¿_, so that the results of

§3 can be invoked. For example, let ¿ = 3 and consider the "simplex" deter-

mined by the six points (±1,0,0), (0, ±1, 0), and (0, 0, ±1). The trace

of the boundary of this octahedron on E2 (with the "eraser-end of the pencil"

at the origin) determines 8 subsurfaces of I,d_x having equal areas. At the

next step we make the barycentric triangulation of each face and proceed to

establish 48 subsurfaces having equal areas. In this way we produce a parti-

tion growing exponentially in cardinality, but compensated for by much finer

estimates than (4.2).  In particular, at the /cth step the partition {0 k} has

the properties that ; = 1, ... , 2V"1  and p2(OjJc) = ft?2/(236/c_1).   Thus

\\<PkWoo - (w2^3^ _1)1/2 and> hence, we have the estimate (for verifying (3.4)),

1   "
^EmaX(H^-lHoo> HMoo)maX(IWIoc> llPlfc+llloo)

' k=2

~    n\   ¿-"     - 5«!
¿t=o

which tends to 0. For this partitioning, our verification of convergence in the

Levy topology also applies since the diameters of the O- k tend to 0 as k —* oo .

5. Generalized harmonic analysis and spectrum estimation

Definition 5.1. Given <p G L,20c(Rrf) and define

Vi? > 0,        Pv R = ^^{(pxB(R)) * (<pxB(R))~

so that P  R G L¡oc(R ) ç M(R ). Suppose that there is a continuous positive

definite function P   for which lim^^ P  R = P^ in the a(M{Rd), Cc(Rd))

topology. Then P e L°°(R ) is the autocorrelation of tp and P = p^ is the

power spectrum of tp .

Given the vague convergence, lim^^ P R = P , the positive definiteness

of P   can be easily verified.

Suppose the data characterizing a given signal tp is known. In the following

result, / can be thought of as a properly shaped window function so that the
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left side of (5.1) represents the power of <p in the region supp/. Formula (5.1)

provides a method for computing this power in terms of the known functions

/ and tp . In practice, then, numerical estimates of the right-hand side of (5.1)

lead to a spectrum estimation algorithm.

Theorem 5.2. Given <p e L2oc(Rd) with autocorrelation P and power spec-

trum p . Assume there is an increasing function i(R) on (0, oo) for which

sup. ,<Ä \<p(x)\ < i(R) and lim^^ i(R) /R = 0. Then

(5.1) v/ec/),    f\M2^?) = ̂ ^JBw\f*m2dt

(A simple estimate shows that f * tp G Lloc(R ) for f G CC(R )  and (p G

Proof, (a) By Bochner's theorem we have  p    G   Mb+(R );  and, by the

a(M(Rd), Cc(Rd)) convergence lim^^ P  R = P   and the Parseval relation,

we have

(5.2)

V/GCc(Rd), jim j ^L_|(Wfl(Ä))-(y)|2|/(7)|2dy = j\f{y)\2dp9{y).

Parseval can be applied since (f * f)P G L1 (R ).

Using Plancherel's theorem we see that the left-hand side of (5.2) is

(5.3) Ä^/i/*(^WWi2^;

in particular this limit exists for each / G CC(R ). We complete the proof once

we show that (5.3) equals

(5.4) lim—i— /     \f*<p{t)\2dt;
Ä-oo \B{K)\ JB{R)

in particular, we prove that this limit exists, noting that f * q> e Lloc(R ).

(b) Using the triangle inequality for / (R ) and the generalized Minkowski
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inequality, we have the estimate

(5.5)

¡■¡5Ï /1/* («WWl2 ")1/2 - (j^ /1(/ * «o w w>i2 rfí),/2
W)l

< 1

\B(R)\lß

1

/ 1/ * (9XB{R))(t) - (f * ?) (0*fl(Ä)(0|2 dt

1/2

dx

1/2

<
1

dt
)

1/2

l*(tf)|1/:

_1_

l*(*)l

/ Í / \f{x)l(<PXB(R)){t -x)- XB{R)(t)<p{t - x)]\2 dt)     dx

m /       l/MI   / \^XB{K)it -x)- XB(R){t)(p{t - x)\2 dt      dx,

for each f e CC(R ). Consequently, the proof of the result is complete once

we show that the right-hand side of (5.5) tends to 0 as R -> oo.

(c) Let <p{R,t-x) = {(pXB(R)){t -x)- XB{R){t)<t>{t - x). Then <p(R,t-x)

is 0 if / G B(R) and t G x + B{R) or if t £ B(R) and t-x £ B{R). Also,

<p(R, t - x) = (p{t - x) if t i B{R) and t G x + 5(5), and tp{R, t - x) =

-cp(t-x) if t G 5(A) and t-x £ B(R). Thus, the right-hand side of (5.5) is

(5-6)
/ \ 1/2

,     * ,,/2 /      \Ax)\([     \<p{t-x)\2dt + [     \<p(t-x)\2dt)     dx,
\B(R)\l/2 /supp/ \JxxR JyxR J

where Xx R = {t: t <£ B(R) and t ex + 5(5)} and Yx R = {t: t G 5(5) and

? £ x + 5(i?)}.

If Rf = sup{|x|: x G supp/}, then straightforward calculations show that

Xx R C B{R + Rf)\B{R) and Yx R Ç B(R)\B(R-Rf) for x G supp/ and
large R. Consequently, we can make the estimate

/ \ 1/2

sup   f /     \cp{t-x)\2dt + /     \<p{t-x)\2dt)
xesupp/ \Jxxt JyxR J

<    sup    ((\B(R + Rf)\-\B(R)\)        sup        \(p{t - x)\2
(5.7) x€supp/ V t€B(R+Rf)\B(R)

+ (\B(R)\-\B(R-R)\)        sup        |p(i-x)|2)
J       t£B(R)\B(R-Rr) /

1/2

t£B(R)\B(R-

1/2
< fl(ç», 5, /)(|5(5 + 5/)| - \B(R-Rf)\Y'\

where

1/2

a(tp,R,f)=    sup sup        |ç?(r-jc)|  +        sup        \<p{t -x)\
x€supp/ \/e5(Ä+Ä/)\B(Ä) t€B(R)\B(R-Rf)
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B(R + Rf)\-\B(R-Rf)\\1,\ f2dRf\l/2 fR + R^^'2

By the mean value theorem we have the estimate,

(5'8)   v |5(i^ J   " V R J   \ R

Combining (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8), we see that the right-hand side of (5.5) is

bounded by

/2¿5A1/2/5 + 5A("-1)/2
Isupp/lll/llJ-^j     ( —^j a(cp,R,f);

and this will tend to 0, thus completing the proof, once we show a(cp, R, f)/Rl/2

tends to 0 as 5 —> oo .

If t G B{R + Rf)\B(R) and x G supp/ then \t - x\ < R + 25/; and if

t G B{R)\B{R - Rf) and x G supp/ then \t - x\ < 5 + Rf. Therefore,

a{tp,R, f)< y/2i(R + 25/), and so

a{(p,R,f)     V2i(R + 2Rf) (R + 2Rf\ 1/2

R1'2   ~~  (R + 2Rf)l/2  {     R     )

which tends to 0 by hypothesis.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.3. Given the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2. If f e Lp(Rd) and tp e

Lp (R ), 1 < p < oo, then the tempered distribution f is a well-defined element

of L2 (Rd) and

p(5-9) ||/||2>,f < ||/|g|ç»|

Proof. If f e Cc(R ) then (5.9) is a consequence of (5.1) and Holder's inequal-

ity. (5.9) extends to all of Lp(Rd) since Cc(Rd) = Lp{Rd), 1 < p < oo ; as

such, (5.9) simultaneously defines / and gives a quantitative norm bound (of

course, / is known to exist as a tempered distribution since the elements of

L"{Rd) are tempered).   Q.E.D.

Remarks 5.4. (a) One can formulate a version of Theorem 5.2 for L°°(Rd)

instead of Lloc(R ). In this case the autocorrelation can be defined in terms of

the weak * cr(/°°(R ), l'(R )) topology. As such, the analogue of Theorem

5.2 does not require any hypothesis involving i(R) ; and the proof is much

simpler since part (c) (of the proof) can be replaced by a simple estimate and

application of Lebesgue dominated convergence, cf., [Me; B, pp. 89-92].

(b) For ip G L20C(Rd), the positive definite approximant P'      of §5 should

be compared with the approximant

Q^-{t) = ]BW\SB(R)<P{t + XÍ^X~)dX
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of §3. First, each P  R and Q   R, R > 0, is continuous, and the bounds

and

are valid for all t e R . Second, if (p satisfies the growth condition (in terms

of i{R)) given in Theorem 5.2 then {P9 R: R > 0} and {Q9>R: 5 > 0} have

the expected similar behavior at infinity.   More precisely, we can show that

if lim^oo^.n = Pv (resP- lim^ooß,,Ä = P,) in the o{M(Rd), Cc{Rd))

topology then

lim ß,„ _ = 5     (resp.   lim 5   _ = Pm )
Ä-oo^.Ä <P     V      F   Ä^oo   i>>R *'

in the a(Af(R ), CC(R )) topology, and, in either case, P is positive definite.

There is a corresponding pointwise result.

6. An elementary restriction theorem

We begin with a straightforward Fourier transform weighted norm inequality

having a measure weight.

Proposition 6.1. Given p G Mb+{R ) for which py = P G L" (Rd), p e [1, oo].

Then

(6.1) \/f£L\Rd)DLp(Rd),

||/||2,„ < llPH^dl/IIJI/ll,)172 < (i||5||V2)(||/||1 + \\f\\p),

where (L1 (Rd) n Lp(Rrf), || • • • ||, + || • • ■ ||p) is a Banach space.

Proof. The Parseval relation,

(6.2) V/GL'(Rrf),       j \f(y)\2 dp(y) = j f* f(t)P(t) dt,

is valid since f * f{t)P{t) G Ll(Rd). The right-hand side of (6.2) is

jj(x) Jf(x-t)P(t)dt] dx<J\f(x)\\\f\\p\\P\\p,dx.

This and the arithmetic-geometric means inequality yield the result.   Q.E.D.

The following is our elementary restriction theorem with explicit norm con-

stant.

Proposition 6.2. Given ¿ > 2 and 1 < p < 2¿/(¿ + 1). Then \\p^_i\\p' < oo

and, for each f e Ll (Rd) n Lp(Rd),

jf     |/(0)|^_,(0)J      < Q||^_,||V2) (11/11,+ ||/||p).
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Proof. Using (4.1) we first show that /$_, G Lp (Rd) for 1 < p < 2¿/(¿ + 1)

Not only does Jv{s) = 0(s~i/2), s -> oo, e.g., Lemma 3.1, but, also, Jv(s) ~.

//[2T(i/ + 1)], s —> 0, v > -1. Thus, we can estimate

wti-X1 = œd-i(2n? '£••• +£ S-lr-ili-^\J«-mVMr/dr

as follows. The first integral is finite (for any p > 1) by the stated asymptotic

property of Jv . The second integral is finite if d - {dp ¡2) + (p'¡2) < 0 and

this follows if 1 < p < 2¿/(¿ + 1 ) and ¿ > 2 . The case p = 1 must be treated

separately but is trivial.

The result follows from Proposition 6.1.   Q.E.D.

Remark 6.3. (a) In light of Theorem 4.1, the surface measure pd_x is the power

spectrum of a signal tp , e.g., Definition 5.1 and Remark 5.4b. Since the norm

constant in Proposition 6.2 is explicit and computable by (4.1), we see that

(6.3) provides a means of estimating an upper bound for the power of tp in the

region supp /, even though we do not have precise knowledge of tp itself.

(b) In Proposition 6.1 where p G Mb+(R ) is given, if p = 1 then P is

always an element of L00^), and if p = 2 then P G L2(Rd) so that p G

/'(R ) n L2(R ). In the case p = pd_x it is clear that p — oo cannot be used

in Proposition 6.1 since p/d_l £ Ll(R ).
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